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This Book is published for free , here you will know about the Fencing materials and its usesand finally a
sugegsted good fencing contractor.

What is Fencing ?
Fencing means preventing a movement in an particular areaFences are made with Galvanized
mild steel fencing for wire fence Springy steel wire fencingused to restrict the predators into a farm
land Light weight steel wire fencing for an electric fence Synthetic vinyl coated PVC fences are also used.
Fences are mostly prefered for its light weight,mobility, gives clear vision to an fencing area,barbed wire
fences are easy to construct,free air rotation to the fenced area,low cost,high reliability and low
maintenance.These factors highly differed from protecting the area with strong wall or by an
concrete.Generally we are using the fences for






Real estate property
Protecting Agricultural crops from animals
for cattles maintaining
parks
gardens
Overall fences are the steel body guards to your property

FENCING CONTRACTORS QUALITIES
Fencing contractors should Comes with a proven, established skilled crew appropriate for the
Fencing Work without any sub contract.the following qualities should maintain by an fencing contractor.






Should be an properly certified.
Attention to finishing The Fencing work by an contractor with quick in time and perfect.
Fencers should be Reliable.
Putting a Best Quality Fences and Concrete poles definitely shows the contractor was a Best .
Providing a warranty and guarantee to their products and services by an Fencing Contractors in
chennai
 When Customers expecting the fences in urgent , they should gives them a priority and keeps
the project on track.
 Good customer service should be Maintained by Fencing Contractorafter an Installation of
fences

FENCING CONTRACTORS :
VRP Fencing Contractors are leading in the market and quality services with an experience of 15
years , VRP Fencers providing a Best quality of fencing materials and fine fencing services to our valuable
customers.
VRP fencing contractors provides a full complement of fence accessories and decoratives, fence
hardwares including fence Concrete posts, fence caps, fence lighting, motorized fence hardware,
ornamental fence toppers, and outriggers in all shapes, styles and sizes.
Total Fence was installed by an expertised fencers.Our skilled staff can design, install, service and
maintain your new fence. When choosing or replacing a fence, our specialists can assess your
requirements and recommend the best solution to meet your needs.
VRP Fencing Contractors in Chennai offers the widest selection of Fencing materials and designs. Every
fence we build is unique in quality and design. We have chosen suppliers with high standards for

material quality, durability, and value. Combined with our Fencing services expert, meticulous
installation, it is s a combination you cant beat anywhere.

FENCING CONTRACTORS IN CHENNAI
Chennai is one of the fourth major metropolitan cities of India. Located on the east coast of India,
Fencing contractors in chennaiworking with more attention. Among the large competition in fencing
VRP consistently standing in a first position in fence materials and fence services for chennai.

EXPERTS IN FENCING
VRPs team of experts also stay up-to-date of fencing contractors in chennaiwith the constantly
changing fence market for over 15 years. Aiming for the customer satisfaction and to ensure the quality
of our work and fencing materialsis the main goal of VRP fencing contractors.our experts are really
skilled in fencing over agricultural farm lands, playgrounds..etc.they understand the customer
expectation and fence according to their needs.

APPROVED FENCING CONTRACTOR IN CHENNAI
All About Fencing are committed to ensuring you are completely satisfied with theFencing
servicewe provide the fences and materials for the fence and install those fence according to your
needs. VRP is an Fencing contractors in chennai was an approved company with an Expert Installers,
garden fence designers.Our fencing contractorsare always ready to listen to the clients needs in chennai
and be as flexible as possible in providing the right kind of solution. To their property.Our creative
fencers makes you to choose the right fence, by telling an creative ideas. service and quality shows VRP
is the Approved Fencing contractors in chennai with an standard.

FENCING SERVICES IN CHENNAI
Our VRP Fencers Come with a full complement of fencing services with fence accessories and
decorative fence hardware including fence posts, fence caps, fence lighting, motorized fence hardware,
ornamental fence toppers, and outriggers in all shapes, styles and sizes.

Total Fence was installed by an expert . Our certified staff can design, install, service and maintain your
new fence. When choosing or replacing a fence, our specialists can assess your requirements and
recommend the best solution to meet your needs.

OUR SERVICE AREAS
VRP Fencing contractors, we have developed a solid reputation of fencing contractors in Chennai All
throughout chennai and surrounding cities you will see premium colourful appearance of our fences
surrounding the Buildings, Bank sectors, Play grounds, warehouses and homes there was many satisfied
customers. We providing you the many options to you for searching an fencing companies in various
areas chennai.
Fencing Contractors in Adyar
Fencing Contractors in Alwarpet
Fencing Contractors in Ambattur
Fencing Contractors in aminjikarai
Fencing Contractors in chepauk
Fencing Contractors in choolaimedu
Fencing Contractors in egmore
Fencing Contractors in guindy
Fencing Contractors in mambalam

Fencing Contractors in mylapore
Fencing Contractors in porur
Fencing Contractors in purusavakkam
Fencing Contractors in royapuram
Fencing Contractors in saidapet
Fencing Contractors in thambaram
Fencing Contractors in triplicane
Fencing Contractors in vandalur
Fencing Contractors in Velacherry

Each and every one want to have a unique fence in your land property to a great way to determine a
boundary to your neighbours. When you need come to our fencing contractorchoose a fence, there are
several different fence materials are there to pick from, Our aim is to fulfil all orders with excellent class
and also in a quick targetive time, please enquire at the time of your purchases at VRP Fencing
contractors in chennai.

FENCING MATERIALS
Fencing Materials by a VRP fencing contractors was always best. Good fencing materials
protects and confines your invaluable living things by putting a barriers to control animal movement,

unauthorised people interference. for this we have to make the fence resources with sufficientstrength
to prevent or frightening the animals when goingnear or over, under, or through the fence.

The conventional Fencing materials are also used by our fencers and make excellent fences with an
proper installation.we implementing new things like high tensile wires are used in electric fences.
selecting a type of an fencing materials was chosen according to the need of livestock
confinement,animals preservation,production system. sheeps and cows on a controlled grazing
system..etc. For this each and every different needs there was a division of fences used with an different
fencing resources.

FIND YOUR FENCING MATERIALS


VRP fencing contractors in chennai giving you an ideas to choose fencing materials such as chain
link provide a quick cost efficient way of protecting your land property. This chain link fencing
materials needs minimal requirement and no need for the Fencing services upto the last. Chain
link fences are really not so attractive.but gives a protection to your house or other property.



If you are a farmer choose a barbed fencing materials that will make your farm land out of
animals, especially in hill areas such as nilgiri, koodaloor there was an entry of elephants,
cheetahs to the farm land and living areas makes the people afraid.In those places if we applying

this barbed fencing materials that will be more efficient way of protecting our human life an
agricultural products.



Another one was the security fencing material it is really gives profit to the farmers it comes in a
way of portable manner so that it was Easily constructed and maintained it is Durable, because
of simple physical contact with power supply it works with its Light weight and easily
transporable.it is an highly preferable fencing material.

CHAIN LINK FENCING
Chain link Fencing was done by an VRP fencing contractors with lots of custom fencing design to
our residential and commercial customers throughout India and especially in chennai. VRP was the most
desireful chain link fencing contractors in the metropolitan chennai city.If you want to make a unique
fence call our fencers immediately to built an beautiful chain link fencing in need,call as soon as possible
to discuss your needed design and install options.

Chain Link Fencing, is always the best selling Fence in Chennai,Tamilnadu. It is also economical
too.. When chain link fencing installed by an professional fencer it looks great and lasts till the end.
A chain-link fencing was made from galvanized or coated steel wire. It can also be coated with a
vinyl polymer called Polyvinyl Chloride, thus changing it's needed color, enhancing it's look, and
increasing it's rust protection. Chain-link fencing is mostly used due to its relatively low cost and ease of
installation chain link fencing are transparent, and do not obscure sunlight from either side of the fence.
chain link fence provide a quick cost efficient way of enclosing an outdoor space. Unlike other fence
materials, a chain link fence requires minimal to no upkeep, and will last quite.

USES OF CHAINLINK FENCING

Houses
To seperate them land from others and also for an privacy

Real estate
Conduct an survey and build the boundary of your property. Our fencers built the fence
accurately according to your boundary.

Play grounds
An plastic coated chain link fence was placed to stand in front of environmental changes,and
from rust.

Car Parking
To seperate car parking from the road side , by the strong chain link fencing

Appartments
To seperate the Government or Private sector building or apartment land property according
to its boundary

CHAIN LINK FENCING SUPPLIER
VRP Fencing contractor is a most reputable dealer of chain link fencing supplier among other
contractor in chennai. VRP fencers having a variety of chain link fences supplies on hand and to deliver
quick in time to our customers . We advertise best pricing and highest quality fencing materials in
Chennai and INDIA. VRP Fencing contractors was the most trusted contractor in chennai.

CHAIN LINK FENCING REPAIR
We having a highly skilled fencing experts in chain link fencing materials We can either rebuild or
add the patches to your new fence. Each fencers having an years of experience in chain link fencing .we
provide you the Fencing services, after our fence was installed

BARBED WIRE FENCING
o

o

Barbed Wire Fencing was provided by an VRP Fencing contractors in chennai,which was
lighter in weight and hence it can be easily transported and stronger in quality that
increase its durability. These Barbed wire fencing provide a perfect obstacle against
anypossible interaction in various applications such as in gardens, agricultural crops,
cattle poultry.
Twisting of two Galvanized Tata Gi steel forms a barbed ,which is looks like a tool,now
barbed wire fencing is widely used to protect and safeguard military installation, to
establish territorial boundaries, and for prisoner confinement.These barbed fences are
also used on construction and storage sites and around warehouses, barbed wire
fencingprotects supplies and persons and keeps out unwanted intruders.

o

These barbed wire fencing materials are covered with razor sharp barbed tape, which
provide utmost protection against eavesdropping of undesired thefts,wild animals .
With portability, these wires are easy to install and can be placed anywhere according to
your needs.it is mainly for an protection against un authoried trespassing.

o

There are several designs possible with barbed wire fencing and the height of the wire
fencing can be as per the needs of the customer. The barbed wire fencing materials can
be installed using stone pole, concrete poles or according to the circumstances.

Our Professional barbed fencing contractorsmakes you happy by them fencing skills

STYLES OF BARBED WIRE FENCING
Hand-knotting BarbeThe barbed fencing wire is wrapped around the corner post and knotted by hand.This is a
common method to form a secured barbe.
Wire wrap
The fencing wire is wrapped around the corner post and wrapped onto a special, gritted
helical wire which also wraps around the incoming wire, with friction holding it in place.
Barbed Wire vise
The barbed wire fencing is passed through a hole drilled into the corner post and is anchored
on the far side.

VRP Fencing contractors in chennai conveys that our fence is not only stronger, but also easier
to install because of its light weight and requires fewer posts during installation than any other
Fencing contractors in chennai. Once properly installed, high tensile barbed wire fencing remain
tight for years and require very little maintenance.If maintenance occurs just contact our skilled
fencers immediately to maintaain that fence.

SECURITY FENCING
Security fencing mainly used for strength,gigantic look,anti-climb,anti-attack. Fencing contractors
provides you the powerful security Fencing made with a Galvanized zinc and alumunium compare to
other Fencing contractors in chennai. VRP providing a high Power Reliable security fencing.this security
fencing was really looks hard to the attacking side. Tamper proof was attached to the fixings so that the
fence panel cannot be removed from the attacking side when it was attacked.

An Smooth steel wire from TATA iron& steel company was purchsed and used for the VRP security
fences,our fencing contractors use a high-tensile (HT) wire..fence is mechanically strong security fencing
used to withstand impact from wildlife, small falling trees and wildfires. Around the Agricultural
Property security fencing is widely used for its strength, appearance it is the combination of wire mesh
or Panels.this security fence can also produces a high Voltage to disallow the unauthorised people.

USES OF SECURITY FENCING
 Construction of Security Fencingcan be much cheaper and faster than conventional
fences.

 The risk of injury to the wild animals was lowered by putting a low powered security
wire fence compare to the other barbed.
 Our security fences to be used in similar fashion at some high-secured ware houses.
 Security fencing materials has been really used in reduce the roaming of elephants in
Agricultural tea estates.
 VRP Fencing Contractors provide you an Security fences with an monitored burglar
alarm systems.






Deterrent to trespassers and predators
Keeping wild animals and vermin out
Separating different groups of animals
Fencing animals off from eroding areas, trees, rivers and roads
security fencing for cows and goats

SIGNIFICANCE OF SECURITY FENCING

VRP fencing contractors in chennai was specialized in development of security fencing.they
providing a security fencing with an high quality with an low cost. The security Fencing is extremely
flexible, in that, it is easy to integrate with other alarm inputs and easy to install on any existing fence.
today, the security fence most needed because of the increasing criminal offence daily, so that fencing
services and fencing materials are clearly maintained by an VRP Fencing contractors.

